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Abstract—This article proposes an approach that accelerates
the realization of user identification schemes that follow the
principle of zero knowledge. The proposed approach is based on
using finite field arithmetic to replace the usual modular
arithmetic approaches. The application of this efficient method
that was developed using Galois Fields, renders feasible an
exponential reduction of the computation time required for
classical zero knowledge authentication methods, such as FFSIS,
Schnorr and Guillou & Quisquater. Modifications of the relevant
schemes are presented that use Galois Field multiplication
operations. It is shown, both theoretically and experimentally
that the proposed procedure attains a per order acceleration of
the execution time required for the user authentication by 2 – 3
orders of magnitude, via a hardware implementation.
Index Terms— Galois Field, Modulo Multiplication, User
Identification

given that they are founded on modular exponentiation
operations, applied on numbers with lengths 1024 to 2048 bits,
with a prospect for increase in the near future to 4096. In the
application of modular exponentiation, an increase in the word
length results to an exponential increase in the required
calculation time. In this case, the rate of increase of the
volume of calculations would demand an increase in the speed
of computing equipment.
A particularly acute problem, is the problem of fast
algorithms for identification schemes based on the concept of
“zero – knowledge” in mobile devices and embedded
microcontrollers, with limited energy consumption
possibilities, that are commonly end user devices [1]. In this
context, the problem of acceleration of user identification
based on zero knowledge is imminent and has a wide range of
practical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE ZERO –
KNOWLEDGE CONCEPT

HE widespread use of distributed systems for the
collection, processing and management of information,
both in the military and civil context, objectively underlines
the importance of efficient and effective user rights access
control methods. The rapid progress of information
technology motivates the dynamic expansion of the use in the
military field of multiple user distributed systems that perform
operations of collection and processing of information,
decision support and continuous control. The successful
application of such systems depends to an important extent to
the efficient identification of the users. The analysis of
countermeasures in the context of information technology
during military conflicts in recent years provides convincing
evidence that the user identification subsystems in distributed
command and control systems are increasingly becoming
enemy targets.
Their practical use is limited by the fact that their
implementation demands significant computational resources,

According to current trends in technological development
and its applications, there exist increased possibilities for
unauthorized access to sensitive information resources of the
integrated systems, possibilities that are enabled by
interventions to the user identification procedures. It is a well
understood fact that the increased use of wireless data
transmission technologies makes it feasible for illegitimate
users to mount attacks during the stage of user identification.
Specifically in the case of wireless communications actions
like the sniffing of passwords for access of legal subscriber, as
well as his replacement after the session of identification are
facilitated. A robust defense mechanism against imitation of
legitimate users is the periodical repetition of the user
identification procedures during the interaction of the system
with a subscriber. For this reason the process of identification
should be such that it enables fast implementations. Additional
ways for illegitimate interventions during the identification
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process are the side-channel directed interactions with the
system simultaneously with legitimate users, the use of viruses
or via the actions of irresponsible personnel. For the broad
class of commercial multi-subscriber systems the elimination
of the possibility of impersonation of user access by imitation
of access codes is important. On the basis of the circumstances
indicated, the current means for subscriber identification must
satisfy the following requirements.
1. The identifying information message (password)
must change with each access to the system and the
passwords used must be statistically independent;
2. The length of password should be such that it
completely excludes the possibility of a brute force
attack;
3. The information, which is stored in the system must
not be sufficient for the reproduction of subscriber
passwords;
4. identification procedures must be carried out
sufficiently rapidly
In literature identification methods, which satisfy the first
three of the given requirements are classified as “strict”, in
contrast the remaining schemes that are classified as “weak”.
In the class of the weak schemes belong, for example, the
procedure of identification which is used in the UNIX
operating system. This procedure involves the storage in the
system of only the hash value of the passwords of users, that,
with the use of the one way hash functions, excludes the
possibility of the reproduction of password of the system;
however, passwords themselves do not change, which makes
it sufficient simple to intercept them. The class of strict
procedures is principally composed by methods of
identification that are based the concept “zero knowledge”.
The most commonly known of these methods are the FFSIS
(Feige Fiat Shamir Identification Scheme) [2], GuillouQuisquater [3] and Schnorr identification schemes [4].
FFSIS is a relatively simple and at the same time
sufficiently effective scheme for the identification of the
subscribers of multi-user systems, on the basis of which a
number of more practical to use modified algorithms have
been proposed. In the attempts of using this scheme in
practice, the main disadvantage of FFSIS is the need for a
large number of data exchanges during the user identification
process, which noticeably loads the communication channels
used. Other existing identification schemes, which implement
the zero knowledge concept, require a substantially smaller
volume of data transfers, but the procedures provided by them
involve large computational complexity, since instead of the
operation of squaring, they use the modular exponential
operation.
The essence of the FFSIS consists of the following steps.
The subscriber selects two prime numbers p and q and
calculates the modulus m=p⋅q. For the generation of public
and private keys the subscriber selects the number v, which is
been the quadratic residue on the modulus m. In other words, a
ν is selected for which d2 mod m=v and there exists v-1 such
that v⋅v-1mod m =1. Then the smallest s is calculated for
which: s2 mod m=v-1. The number v is the public key, while

the number s is the private key. During registration, the
subscriber only submits their public key - the number v to the
system.
In the cycle of identification the subscriber selects a random
number r and calculates the value x=r2 mod m. The calculated
value х is then sent to the system. System initiates a protocol
of t cycles of accreditation. In each cycle of accreditation the
following actions are carried out:
The system sends a random bit b to the subscriber. If b=0
then the subscriber sends to the system the number r,
otherwise if b=1 then the subscriber uses their private key s in
order to calculate y=r⋅s mod m and sends it to the system.
If b=0 then the system verifies x=r2 mod m, otherwise if
b=1, the system verifies x=y2⋅v mod m, which confirms that
the subscriber possesses s = v −1 since
y 2 ⋅ v ⋅ mod m = (r 2 ⋅ ( v −1 )2 ⋅ v) mod m =

(1)

= (r 2 ⋅ v −1 ⋅ v) mod m = r 2 mod m = x

If the intruder knows the public key ν of the legitimate
subscriber, then they can select a random g and calculate
g2⋅v mod m=ξ and then send ξ, as if it were x. If the system
sends as an answer the random bit b=1, then the intruder sends
instead of y the code g. Hence the system calculates g2⋅v mod
m, compares it with ξ and obtains a positive comparison result.
However if b=0, then the intruder must send to the system the
code g2 mod m≠ξ, which implies that they will have to attempt
to use the fake code. If the intruder sends as x the code g2 mod
m, then the verification will proceed for b=0, but will fail for
b=1.
It is obvious that the identification with the positive result is
accessible only if the attacker selected the private key s.
Solution of this problem is equivalent to finding the value v-1
of a known v. The most significant drawbacks in the described
version of FFSIS identification scheme are the need for
several cycles of accreditation and the low speed, caused by
the fact that on each cycle of accreditation it is necessary to
perform three operations of modular multiplication over multidigit numbers. This deficiency becomes especially perceptible,
if the terminal devices of subscribers are implemented as
portable controllers (smart - cards), for which the completion
of a modular multiplication operation presents a significant
computational burden.
Another zero knowledge identification scheme has been
proposed by C. Schnorr [4]. For the production of the keys,
two prime numbers are considered, p and q, with q being a
factor of p-1. A simple example is the case q=11 and p=89.
Following that an a must be chosen, such that aq mod p=1.
E.g. for а=45: 4511 mod 89=1. A random number is chosen
s<q e.g. s=7, and the calculation of -s=q-s=11-7=4 takes place.
The number s is considered the private key. The public key v
is calculated as v=a-s mod p. For the example given v=454 mod
89=39.
The identification procedure based on the Schnorr
schemes consists of the following steps:
1) The subscriber chooses a random r<q, e.g r=5 and
calculates x=ar mod p, e.g. 455 mod 89=64, sending the
number х to the system.

2) The system produces a random number е<2t-1 and
sends the calculated value to the subscriber. In the context of
the previous example, consider t=6 and the corresponding
e=29.
3) The subscriber calculates y=(r+s⋅e) mod q and sends
the value y to the system. In the above example
y=(5+29⋅7) mod 11=10.
4) The system verifies the equality x = ay⋅ ve mod p. For
the above example, this equality is valid for 4510⋅3929 mod 89=
=2⋅32 mod 89=64.
The fundamental and most computationally expensive
operation in the Schnorr schemes is the modular
exponentiation ay⋅ ve mod p.
Another classical zero-knowledge architecture, is the
Guillou-Quisquater schemes [3]. The key production is carried
out in the following way. The subscriber owns a public
password J, which is in practice a hash signature of the
symbols of a sequence containing the subscriber’s name.
Consider as an example the case of J=18. The public key of
the system is the number n, which is the product of two prime
numbers that are kept secret, similarly to number v. The
private key is the code В such that (J⋅Bv) mod n=1. E.g. p=11
and q=19, p⋅q=n =11⋅19=209, B=13 and v=63 so that
J⋅Bv mod n=18⋅151 mod 209=1.
The identification sequence involves the following
procedure:
1) The subscriber choses a random number r such that
1< r <n-1, calculates the value T=rv mod n and sends the
value Т to the system. E.g., consider r = 22, then
Т=2263 mod 209=132.
2) The system produces a random number d, which must
be chosen from the range 0<d<n-1, e.g d=5 and sends it
to the subscriber.
3) The subscriber calculates D=r⋅Bd mod n and sends it
to the system. E.g. D = 132⋅135 mod 209 = 176.
4) The system calculates T ' = Dv⋅Jd mod n and if T =T ',
then the result of the identification is considered to be
positive. For the example T ' =17663⋅185 mod 209=132.
Similarly to the Schnorr schemes, the fundamental
operation in the case of the Guillou-Quisquater schemes is the
modular exponentiation operation: Dv⋅Jd mod n.
Hence the Schnorr and Guillou-Quisquater schemes
demand a significantly smaller volume of data exchanges
compared to the FFSIS, but their implementation involves a
significantly large computational volume, as the squaring
operation has been replaced by the modular exponentiation.
The FFSIS is considered more economic in terms of the
volume of the calculations involved, but its application
demands several cycles of information exchange.
The purpose of this research is the development of a
modified schemes for zero knowledge user identification,
which involves significantly smaller computational
complexity and increases the speed of identification with
software and hardware implementations.
III. FFSIS MODIFICATION ON THE BASIS ON
GALOIS FIELDS ALGEBRA

A significant simplification in the calculations, connected
with the realization of the identification architectures based on
the zero – knowledge concept can be achieved via their
realization using algebraic formulations without the inter-bit
carries and loans. This class of algebras includes the algebra
on Galois fields. In recent years this algebra is widely used in
coding and information security. One of its important merits is
the fact that the realization of its base computational
operations: multiplication, addition and modular reduction is
carried out substantially more rapidly in comparison with the
classical operations of multiplication, addition and the
presence of remainder. This fact leads to economies in
hardware complexity without increasing the algorithmic
(software) complexity. In the algebra on Galois field, the
addition operation corresponds to the logical addition (XOR).
The multiplication operation is performed without the inter-bit
carry transfers. This operation will be designated for the
remainder of the paper by the symbol ⊗. The multiplication
without carry transfer
D=U⊗V={d2⋅r,…,d3,d2,d1}=d1+2⋅d2+4⋅d3+...+22⋅r⋅d2⋅r, ∀
l∈{1,..,2⋅r}:dl ∈{0,1} of two r-bit numbers
U={ur,…,u2,u1}=u1+2⋅u2+...+2r⋅ur and
V={vr,…,v2,v1}=v1+2⋅v2+...+2r⋅vr, ∀ i∈{1,..,r}: vi,ui∈{0,1} is
calculated as follows:
(2)
D = U ⋅ v1 ⊕ (U ⋅ v2 ) <<1⊕...⊕ (U ⋅ vr ) << (r −1),
where '⋅' the operation of logical multiplication, p<<q- the
operation of the logical shift of the number p to the left by q
bits.
The operation of raising the number Α to the exponent Е
without shift is denoted by A|E=A⋅1⊗A⋅12⊗...⊗A⋅1E. The
operation of the calculation of the remainder of the division of
the polynomial that corresponds to the number А by the
polynomial corresponding to m is denoted as A rem m.
Considering the above definitions, the exponentiation
operations in the Galois Field may be expressed as A|E rem m,
where m is the number corresponding to the formulated
polynomial of the field.
The proposed realization of FFSIS identification using
Galois field algebra may be outlined as follows. In the stage of
registration by subscriber, the generation of the public and
private keys of the selected word length - n is carried out. For
this a (n+1) bits length number m which correspondents to
primitive polynomial degree n on GF(2n). As an illustration,
consider a low order configuration with n=4; it then is possible
to select as the module 5-bit m=110012=25 which is
correspondent to primitive polynomial x4+x3+1.
Further on, the arbitrarily selected integer (n -1) – bits number
η after which the (2⋅n-1) - bits of the number η⊗m⊕1 is
factoring by the n-bit coefficients d and s so that d of
d⊗s=η⊗m⊕1. For example, if η=4 and m=25, then
η⊗m⊕1=101=9⊗13. Accordingly, d=9 and s=13. After this,
v=d|2 rem m and v-1=s|2 rem m are calculated; it is trivial to
prove that that v⋅v-1 rem m=1. On the considered example
v=(9⊗9) rem m =14 and v-1=(13⊗13) rem m=7; The number v
is the public, and the number s – is the private key.

During the identification the subscriber randomly
generates the r, for example r=10; the user then calculates the
d=(r|2) rem m and the calculated value d is sent it to the
system. For the example d=10⊗10 rem 25=11. After this, the
user calculates y=(r⊗s) rem m and also sends the value y to
the system – for the example y=10⊗13 rem 25=15. On
obtaining of the indicated codes, the system, in accordance
with the FFSIS, initiates the fulfillment the t cycles of the
accreditation. In each cycle of accreditation the following
actions are carried out:
1) The system sends random bit b to subscriber.
2) If b=0, then subscriber sends into the system the
number r, otherwise, if b=1, then the subscriber calculates
using their private key s the value y =r⊗s rem m and sends
it to the system.
3) If b=0, then system checks the validity of d=r|2 rem m,
otherwise, if b=1, is checked, that d=y|2⊗v rem m,
convinced, that the subscriber knows s = v −1 .
For example, let b=1 and the subscriber calculate value y=(r
⊗s) rem m=10⊗13 rem 25=15 and the value y send it to the
system. The system, after obtaining, y=15, calculates with the
use of a private key v=14 z=15⊗15⊗14 rem 25=11. Since
z=11=d, then the test is considered successful.
If b=0, then the subscriber sends to the system the number
r=10; z=r|2 rem m=10⊗10 rem 25=11 and compares it with the
previously obtained value d=11.
Thus, it is shown that the FFSIS identification works with
its realization in Galois field algebra.
For the modified Schnorr schemes for the production of keys,
two primitive polynomials of the same degree Р(х) and W(x)
are chosen, to which correspond the numbers p and w. The
quantity m=p⊗w is calculated. A value of q is chosen, that is a
coefficient of m⊕1 and is such that a|q rem m=1. For example
if the 5-bit numbers p=19 and w=25 are chosen then their
modulo becomes m=p⊗w=19⊗25=443, q=10, a=46.
A random number s<q is chosen, e.g. s=3; then -s=q-s=10-3=
7. The number s is considered the private key. The public key
is then calculated as v, v = a|-s rem m. In the example v = a|-7
rem 443=117. The identification procedure for the modified
Schnorr schemes consists of the following steps:
1) The subscriber chooses a random r<q, e.g. r=8 and
calculates x=a|r rem m, e.g 46|8 rem 443=85 and sends х to the
system.
2) The system produces a random е<2t-1 and sends the
calculated value to the subscriber. In the context of the
example t=6 and consequently e=29.
3) The subscriber calculates y=(r+s⋅e) mod q and sends the
calculated value y to the system. For the example y=(8+3⋅29)
mod 11=5.
4) The system confirms the validity of the equality x=(a|y⊗v|e)
rem m. For the above example this is satisfied as:
(46|5⊗117|29) rem 443=85=x.
The modified Guillou-Quisquater scheme may be
constructed as follows. The public key of the system contains
the number n, which is chosen as the polynomial product of
the two numbers p and q, or correspondent to primitive
polynomials as well as with the number v. The private key is

taken to be the code В such that (J⊗ B|v) rem n=1. E.g., p=19
and q=25, p⊗q=n=11⊗19=443, if J=18, then B=39 and v=5.
The identification process involves the following actions:
1) The subscriber forms a random number r such that 1<r <n1, calculates T=r|v rem n and the value T is sent to the system.
E.g., consider r=22, then Т=22|5 rem 443=159
2) The system produces a random d, that must be in the range
0<d<n-1, e.g. d=28 and send it to the subscriber.
3) The subscriber calculates D=r⊗B|d rem n and sends the
calculated code to the system. E.g. D=22 ⊗ 39|28 rem
443=187.
4) The system calculates T '=D|v⊗J|d rem n and if T=T ', then
the result of the identification exercise is considered
successful. For the example T '=187|5⊗18|28 rem 443=159.
From the above given outline descriptions of the modified
zero knowledge architectures, it follows that for FFSIS the
operation y2⋅v mod m that determines the speed of operation
changes to y|2⊗v rem m and for the Schnorr and Guillou &
Quisquater schemes the operation (Av⋅Bw) mod m changes to
(A|v ⊗ B|w) rem m.
IV. THE ORGANIZATION OF EFFECTIVE EXPONENTIAL IN THE
GALOIS ALGEBRA AND ESTIMATION OF THE EFFICIENCY
For the efficient calculation of the Galois field there
exists a property of the square of the number Α without carry
that allows increased efficiency. This property states that “the
even bits of the binary code are equal to zero and the odd
bits are identical to those of the number А”. For example, if
А=11012, then A|2=10100012.
Taking into account the property mentioned above, the
calculation of the fundamental operation of FFSIS - y|2⊗v rem
m may be organized according to the following way. Given
that the public key v- is constant, then it may be pre-calculated
and stored in tabular form V, with V[1]=v, V[2]= v⋅4 rem m,
V[3]=v⋅42 rem m,..., V[k]=v⋅4k-1 rem m, where m has k+1
bits. Defining y1,y2,...,yk the binary bits y: y = y1 + y2 ⋅ 2 +...+ yk
⋅ 2k-1, then using the pre-calculated table, the operation - y|2⊗v
rem m takes the form:
y|2 ⊗ v rem m = y1⋅V[1]⊕ y2⋅V[2] ⊕ y3⋅V[3]⊕ ... ⊕ yk⋅V[k].
(3)
Following the software processing of the k – bit number
using a w – bit processor, the number is divided into s blocks
(s=k/w). Correspondingly the time Тм1 for the calculation of
(3) involves Тм1 = k⋅s⋅to /2, where to – the time for completion
of the XOR operations in the processor, which according to
[5] is equal to - τ, Tm1≈k⋅s/2.
Executing the basic case of FFSIS with modular
multiplication A⋅B mod M in a software implementation,
requires either classical algorithms or the use of the Barrett
algorithm [6]. The first of these algorithms demands for the
calculation A⋅B s2 processor multiplication operations, for the
reduction s2 + 2.5⋅s processor multiplication operations and s
processor division operations are required. Apart from that,
after each multiplication or division operation, two addition
operations also need to be performed at processor level.
This way the time required for the modular multiplication
using
the
classical
algorithm,
is
equal
to

Tc=2⋅(s2+1.25⋅s)⋅(tm+2⋅ta)+s⋅(td +2⋅ta), where tm – the time for
executing multiplication operations, ta – time for execution of
TABLE I
RELATIONSHIP OF THE IMPLEMENTATION TIME IN SOFTWARE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED FFSIS FOR
K=1024
Algorithm using the standard
FFSIS approach for modular
multiplication

Processor
Word length

Barrett
2⋅TB/Tm1
12.3
6.2
3.2
1.7

Classic:2⋅Tc/Tm1
8
16
32
64

12.3
6.3
3.3
1.8

:

addition operations, td – time for execution of division
operations. According to [5] tm ≈10⋅τ; ta ≈τ; td ≈ 30⋅τ. Taking
this into account Tc ≈ 24⋅(s2+1.5⋅s)⋅τ+s⋅32⋅τ. Similarly, for the
Barrett algorithm the time required is TB≈24⋅(s2+2⋅s)⋅τ. A
comparison between FFSIS software implementations for
TABLE II
RELATION BETWEEN THE IMPLEMENTATION TIMES FOR SOFTWARE OF
THE ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED SCHNORR AND GUILLOU- QUISQUATER
FOR K=1024
Processor Bits
TM / Tm2

8

16

32

64

29

14.5

7.4

3.8

k=1024 is given in Table I.
The original schemes for zero knowledge authentication by
Schnorr and Guillou – Quisquater involve modular
exponentiation operations. The most efficient algorithm for
their implementation is considered to be the Montgomery
algorithm. The cumulative time for its calculation is [6]: TM ≈
36⋅k⋅(s2 + s)⋅τ.
For the fast implementation of the exponentiation v|E rem m
in Galois Fields, it is proposed that pre-calculations be used,
with the results being organized in the form of four tables.
Apart from the table V mentioned above, it is proposed that
three more be used, namely W, U and Y, that are formed
during the pre-calculation phase as: W[1]= v, W[2]= v⋅16 rem
m, W[3]=v⋅162 rem m,..., W[k]=v⋅16k-1 rem m; U[1]=1, U[2]=
256 rem m, U[3]=2562 rem m,..., U[k]= 256k -1 rem m;
Y[1]=1, Y[2]= 16 rem m, Y[3]= 162 rem m,...,Y[k]= 16k-1 rem
m.
The exponentiation process consists of the sequential
analysis of the bits of the exponent E={e1,e2,...,ek}, starting
with the largest. The difference of the proposed exponentiation
process from classical exponentiation is that if three
consecutive bits of the exponent are equal to zero, then using
the table U R|8 rem m may be immediately calculated; if two
consecutive bits of the exponent are zero, then using the table
Y R|4 rem m may be immediately calculated; if the first of two
consecutive bits is is zero and the second is one then using
table W R|4⋅v rem m; finally if the consecutive bits are equal to

one, then using the table V then R|2⋅v rem m may be
immediately calculated:
1. j = k, R=0
2. if j =4 goto 4
3. if ej=ej+1=ej+2=0 then R=r1⋅U[1]⊕r2⋅U[2]⊕r3U[3]⊕...⊕
rk⋅U[k]; j=j-3; goto 7;
4. if ej=0 and ej+1=0 then R=r1⋅Y[1]⊕r2⋅Y[2]⊕r3⋅Y[3]⊕...⊕
rk⋅Y[k]; j=j-2; goto 7;
5. if ej=0 and ej+1=1 then R=r1⋅W[1]⊕r2⋅W[2]⊕r3⋅W[3]⊕...⊕
rk⋅W[k]; j=j-2; goto 7;
6. R=r1⋅V[1]⊕r2⋅V[2]⊕r3⋅V[3]⊕...⊕rk⋅V[k]; j=j-1;
7. If j>0 return to 2.
It may be easily shown that using the proposed algorithm,
the average number of steps for processing the exponent is
0.3125⋅k, which means more than three times fewer than the
Montgomery Algorithm. The total time for exponentiation in
the Galois Field using the proposed method is Tm2 =
0.15625⋅k2⋅s⋅τ. The results of the comparison of the time
characteristics of the implementations of the Schnorr and
Guillou-Quisquater identification schemes, together with the
original and modified case are shown in Table II.
The analysis of the data presented in Tables I and II,
demonstrates that the use of the proposed approach is more
efficient if as user terminal equipment, short word – length
controllers with independent power supplies and limited
computational capabilities are used. The experimental research
performed gave results that are close to those presented in
Tables I and II.
During the implementation at hardware level, the transfer
from modular implementation to multiplication in the Galois
Field gives significant benefits in terms of speed and reduction
in schemes complexity. A fundamental source of these
simplifications is the simplified implementation of the
addition of k-bit numbers.
For the implementation of the arithmetic adder, it is
TABLE III
RELATION BETWEEN THE TIME FOR EXECUTION AND THE
COMPLEXITY OF THE SCHEME WITH HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC ADDITION (IN BRACKETS FOR K=1024)

Efficiency
Criterion

Carry scheme for the arithmetic adder
Sequential

Parallel

Time

TASC/TXOR=4.5⋅k
(4608)

ТAPC/ TXOR1.5⋅log2k
(15)

Complexity

SASC/SXOR =6

SAPC/SXOR=6⋅k2
(6144)

possible to employ a sequential scheme or a carry accelerator.
The principle criterion for the efficiency of the proposed
method is: TASC/TXOR (ТAPC/TXOR) – the relation between
operation time of the sequential adder’s operation and the
sequential (parallel) transfer of carries with the time of the
logical adder, SASC / SXOR (SAPC/SXOR) – the relation between
the complexity of the arithmetic adder with sequential
(parallel) transfer with the complexity of the logical adder.
The data of the evaluation of the proposed implementation
of the two cases of adders on FPGA are presented in Table III.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Schemes were proposed that increase the efficiency of three of
the most commonly used zero knowledge identification
methods, have been presented and thoroughly analyzed. The
proposed approach increases the efficiency of hardware and
software implementations by replacing multiplication
operations of modular multiplication with polynomial
multiplication in the Galois field. The relevant methods for
producing keys for the zero knowledge identification methods
have been modified. The proposed algorithms are efficient for
the implementation of the proposed schemes in software. The
analysis performed showed that the practical implementation
of the proposed approach guarantees a significant (per order)
increase of the efficiency of the identification in hardware
implementations or for systems with user terminal devices that
are mobile controllers with limited power.
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